Exhibit: 4C
• John Jacob Schmidt, Scout, Verumbellator, +1 509-290-8015 -Fox joined the group

Title is now 'Бълдо движене/Белое движение'

• When you have a moment please read up on this article Scout referenced too:

Here is one that will throw antifa into a frenzy because they will think it is it's about race.

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_movement

OCT 29, 2017 3:56 PM

More Info...

• John Jacob Schmidt

I have. I would not have named this group after it on Signal.

OCT 29, 2017 4:05 PM

JJ

More Info...

• John Jacob Schmidt

Should be fuzzy puppy adoption agency or something.

OCT 29, 2017 4:05 PM

JJ

• John Jacob Schmidt

Perfect!

OCT 29, 2017 4:06 PM

JJ

• John Jacob Schmidt
Can we get that translated?

Conservative patriot version of Anonymous. Working on the translation now. Have a couple Russian lingyists
The small writing on the flag translates to death to all that oppose freedom

They were known as the Battalion of death

Most feared and prominent anti-communist early Russia 1900

When we locate their homes we can tag the sidewalks and their mailboxes with the symbol
• Scout

Leave the symbol as a calling card

OCT 29, 2017 5:21 PM

S

• Scout

We can waste their resources and make them Target something that doesn't exist

OCT 29, 2017 5:21 PM

S

OCT 29, 2017 5:22 PM

• Scout

When we locate antifa members we can confront their parents their workplaces their landlords. We can hit them in there safe spaces

OCT 29, 2017 5:22 PM

S

OCT 29, 2017 5:22 PM

• Scout

Yes this should become a Pure psyops operation

OCT 29, 2017 5:23 PM

S

• Scout

We do nothing on social media with it

OCT 29, 2017 5:23 PM
Operate in the dark from the Shadows leave flyers and calling cards tags

Especially if we can catch a few of them alone and work him over a little bit

We can even reverse pickpocket calling cards in antifa Pockets at rallies

It wouldn't take much and we would become their Boogeyman

Their own personal nightmare...
Scout

Copycats would start, the dragon would develop many heads

OCT 29, 2017 5:29 PM

S

Scout

We could plaster neighborhoods that has known antifa members in it with Flyers

OCT 29, 2017 5:30 PM

S

- We could actually use the media for our own purposes on this one

OCT 29, 2017 5:30 PM

Anarchist against anarchist

OCT 29, 2017 5:33 PM

S

Scout

we could even run the possibility that this could draw the Russian mafia into it pit antifa against the Russian mafia antifa would be hurting then there's a large numbers of Russian mafia in the Tri-Cities in Spokane area most of them are Ukrainian though

OCT 29, 2017 5:41 PM

S

John Jacob Schmidt

"Death to all who stand in the way of freedom for working people"

OCT 29, 2017 5:42 PM
That's what is says.

OCT 29, 2017 5:42 PM

Should we consider bringing JC and on this.

OCT 29, 2017 5:45 PM

I know how we could make stickers without going to a commercial print shop. We have an in house guy who makes our AmRRON and RFR stickers.

OCT 29, 2017 5:46 PM

Probably stencils too.,for painting. Tagging over top of Antifa stuff.

OCT 29, 2017 5:47 PM

JC ?

OCT 29, 2017 5:48 PM
• John Jacob Schmidt

Racking my brain

OCT 29, 2017 5:48 PM

JJ

• John Jacob Schmidt

We need to get real good at speculating and permanent markering that Russian word. May no not the whole slogan,.but the name

OCT 29, 2017 5:50 PM

JJ

• Scout

Hall when you get to know him personally he is not opposed to dish out an old fashion ass whooping once in awhile

OCT 29, 2017 5:51 PM

S

• Scout

Former Army Intel Russian linguist

OCT 29, 2017 5:51 PM

S

• Scout

I believe the actual group that knows anything about it should be kept very small

OCT 29, 2017 5:52 PM

S
We could even tag Berkeley

OCT 29, 2017 5:54 PM

S

- Scout

I say if we get a unanimous yes and this group I say let's go for it. I'm in

OCT 29, 2017 5:57 PM

S

- John Jacob Schmidt

I don't have a problem with it. About time we start stirring some crap up with these communist revolutionaries. Especially their ring leaders -- college professors, specifically

OCT 29, 2017 6:05 PM

JJ

- John Jacob Schmidt

And community ring leaders.

OCT 29, 2017 6:05 PM

JJ

- John Jacob Schmidt

We could make an anonymous landing page where their names and pics are posted.

OCT 29, 2017 6:06 PM

JJ

- Scout

We could actually start with some of the college professors specifically they would spread the word to the largest numbers the fastest
Dox the crap out of them.

They were also called the White Guard

I'm still looking for a simplified symbol they traditionally used

Good. I like the one they have. Should be easy to produce.

I don't have access to mass print ... how do we do this? Should be easy enough to create a stencil for spray paint
Buffy has got a guy with a vinyl cutter and a stencil maker

More Info...

- We know someone named "Buffy"? Better be a big biker dude... how do we get this to him/her?

- Scout

His heaviest he was 700 pounds

- Scout

He is a member of LFA in his dad is a biker

- Scout

But the name Buffy was something that autocorrect crapped out

- Hahaha

- Scout
This is the symbol used by their volunteers

OCT 29, 2017 8:47 PM

- Scout
Another Banner used by the white guard

OCT 29, 2017 8:48 PM

- Verumbellator

Belia

OCT 29, 2017 9:55 PM

V

- Verumbellator

Smert

OCT 29, 2017 9:55 PM

V
• White Death.
OCT 29, 2017 9:56 PM

• Verumbellator
That is how you pronounce CMEPTb. Smert.
OCT 29, 2017 9:57 PM

• Verumbellator
The Beliya vs Krasnaya. White vs Red.
OCT 29, 2017 10:00 PM

• Verumbellator
That is how the Russians say things. To this day families still identify as patriots by being “Beliya”
OCT 29, 2017 10:01 PM

• Verumbellator
Saw it with my own eyes in Kharkiv
OCT 29, 2017 10:01 PM

• Scout
Out standing
OCT 29, 2017 10:11 PM

S

- Scout

What is your take on some of the above items

OCT 29, 2017 10:13 PM

S

- Verumbellator

I am concerned about Buffy.

OCT 29, 2017 10:18 PM

V

- What ... like he's untrustworthy or he's a 700lb dude named "Buffy"?

OCT 29, 2017 10:19 PM

- Scout

Lol he is under 500 now

OCT 29, 2017 10:31 PM

S

- Scout

He's my gunsmith and my graphic designer

OCT 29, 2017 10:33 PM

S

- Verumbellator

Mine is named Bambi.
My thought on the above is the first phase is to let them self identify especially the leaders then get in their decision cycle.

A little bit of pushing will cause them to start to identify.

- You marked your Safety Number with John Jacob Schmidt as verified from another device
- You marked your Safety Number with John Jacob Schmidt as not verified from another device
- Safety Number with John Jacob Schmidt has changed

Verify Safety Number

- You marked your Safety Number with John Jacob Schmidt as verified
- You marked your Safety Number with John Jacob Schmidt as not verified from another device
- Safety Number with John Jacob Schmidt has changed

Verify Safety Number

- Safety Number with John Jacob Schmidt has changed

Verify Safety Number
@206antifascists 3%er spotted heading from Redmond to Bellevue. Plate number is [blurred] #PunchANazi

4:43 PM - 30 Oct 2017

Another useful tactic is locating the provocateurs leaders in the mouth pieces and then targeting there safe spaces while they're out on the streets rioting

NOV 3, 2017 1:35 PM

Yes. Homes, cars, workplaces, etc.

NOV 3, 2017 5:51 PM
Child’s daycare location.

NOV 3, 2017 5:51 PM

JJ

• Scout

Get well cards to mother

NOV 3, 2017 6:02 PM

S

• Scout

We need to start a database known antifa members and sympathizers

NOV 3, 2017 6:09 PM

S

• Verumbellator

As we monitor tomorrow we need to identify one action of them we can use to rally our side around.

NOV 3, 2017 10:46 PM

V

• Ok... Bohannon and I will be on the ground

NOV 3, 2017 10:48 PM

• Scout

Roger

NOV 3, 2017 10:51 PM

S
BLM is limited to urban areas, whereas Antifa has capabilities of reaching into more traditional value communities. More dangerous in the long run.

NOV 3, 2017 11:15 PM

JJ

- John Jacob Schmidt

But haven't achieved organization and tactical capabilities yet, beyond raising hell on streets and breaking stuff. Nothing LE can't handle, with occasional help from the NG.

NOV 3, 2017 11:16 PM

JJ

- John Jacob Schmidt

Hah! ...rheumatoid... thanks auto correct! Meant to say They would like this to be their moment, but...

NOV 3, 2017 11:18 PM

JJ

- Need an ASAP BG check ran on the following Ind.

NOV 3, 2017 11:26 PM
- In leadership of Antifa party in Spokane
As far as I can tell indivisible is calling the shots in Olympia. And they're keeping most everything underground right now

NOV 3, 2017 10:52 PM

S

• Same here

NOV 3, 2017 10:53 PM

• Scout

Olympia has quite a few 70 year old grey-haired communists involved in the background.

NOV 3, 2017 10:57 PM

S

• Scout

Otherwise they have some veteran communist Minds behind it

NOV 3, 2017 10:58 PM

S

• Verumbellator

This is there last chance in there lifetime. Will they take it?

NOV 3, 2017 10:59 PM

V

• I doubt it here in Spokane ... official ... Bohannon and I will be on the ground at 1100

NOV 3, 2017 11:03 PM

• Scout
I think the danger is they are going to push thier apprentices further than they had the guts to take it. Finish off their wishlist

NOV 3, 2017 11:03 PM

S

- John Jacob Schmidt

Naw, not this time around. Its coming though. Building up. This here is just good ol pre-war Intel gathering opportunities.

NOV 3, 2017 11:06 PM

JJ

- Scout

Agreed jj this is just a probe

NOV 3, 2017 11:10 PM

S

- John Jacob Schmidt

I think rheumatoid like this to be their moment, but they don't have the momentum yet. I suspect they'll transition soon though, to limited direct operations. Much like we say last year targeting (murdering) of cops.

NOV 3, 2017 11:13 PM

JJ

- John Jacob Schmidt

BLM is farther along in insurgency phase than Antifa. But not too far.

NOV 3, 2017 11:14 PM

JJ

- John Jacob Schmidt
BLM is limited to urban areas, whereas Antifa has capabilities of reaching into more traditional value communities. More dangerous in the long run.

NOV 3, 2017 11:15 PM

JJ

• John Jacob Schmidt

But haven’t achieved organization and tactical capabilities yet, beyond raising hell on streets and breaking stuff. Nothing LE can’t handle, with occasional help from the NG.

NOV 3, 2017 11:16 PM

JJ

• John Jacob Schmidt

Hah! ...rheumatoid... thanks auto correct!
Meant to say They would like this to be their moment, but...

NOV 3, 2017 11:18 PM

JJ

• Need an ASAP BG check ran on the following Ind.

NOV 3, 2017 11:26 PM
• In leadership of Antifa party in Spokane
• Self professed democratic socialist, vicious towards anyone who isn't. Planned Bernie events, campaigned for Pakootas, BLM supporter, etc etc

NOV 3, 2017 11:29 PM

• John Jacob Schmidt

Fist full of hair, and face **slam to** a Jersey barrier. Treat em like communist revolutionaries. Then shave her bald with a K-Bar USMC field knife.

NOV 3, 2017 11:32 PM

JJ

• John Jacob Schmidt

Related to Mohammed Hmmm...

NOV 3, 2017 11:33 PM
Oh, crap, I forgot to get Liberty State stickers from V last night.

NOV 3, 2017 11:34 PM

Is this what we want

NOV 3, 2017 11:48 PM
• Scout

We need to get somebody that's not involved in this operation to start a known antifa communist identification social media page.

NOV 3, 2017 11:50 PM

• Scout

Something we can use as an archive for potential targets

NOV 3, 2017 11:50 PM

• Scout

That will put a lot of eyes and ears out locating this scum. Of course everybody in that archive would not become a Target

NOV 3, 2017 11:51 PM

• Scout

We select our targets for the most effect but avoid the targets that seem to be too good to be true to avoid setups

NOV 3, 2017 11:52 PM

Yes, that is the sticker we want! Tomorrow. Tonight. Yesterday.
Fox, the mentioning stickers just reminded me, that's all.

NOV 3, 2017 11:52 PM
Make the stickers 2 by 2?
For easy concealment in the field

NOV 3, 2017 11:55 PM

S

- Scout

A folding stencil 8 by 8?

NOV 3, 2017 11:56 PM

S

- Scout

Yes on both

NOV 4, 2017 9:38 AM

JJ

- Scout

Antifa flag with this spray painted across tit hosted At Whitman College

NOV 4, 2017 9:41 AM

S

- Did you just say tit? Literally on someone's boob?

NOV 4, 2017 9:42 AM

- Scout

Lol it
Scout

Hoisted

Second autocorrect

Dang ... I was hoping for a pic of that... lol

But seriously... can we get a pic for the record?

Of the flag... not the boobs

Verumbellator

Yes. Flag. Your boobs are hoary

Verumbellator

Hairy
I'm pretty sure if we Hoist the flag at Whitman with that across it it will make the news

Sorry I haven't seen any of these Millennial Communists tit that I'd want to look at

I realized something the other day that during the Salem Witch Trials we never had any of these kind of people around

Would make good attachment points for hoisting communists up flag poles. Especially the ones with nipple rings

But... if you cinch up zip ties enough, you don't even NEED nipple rings for hoisting.
• Scout

Lol

NOV 4, 2017 9:55 AM

S

• Intel report: just drove by 395 holiday station five white males in black hoodies filling propane tanks time 10:56 AM

NOV 4, 2017 10:57 AM

• Could be nothing but we don’t ignore details today

NOV 4, 2017 10:57 AM

• Scout

Roger

NOV 4, 2017 12:50 PM

S

• Bohannon and I got squat Seattle is small too

NOV 4, 2017 12:50 PM

• Scout

I'm saying we'll probably see a rise in activity just before dark

NOV 4, 2017 12:51 PM

S

• We're going to call it al 1

NOV 4, 2017 12:51 PM
Nothing ruins a good communist revolution like snow. Snowflakes afraid of snowflakes.

NOV 4, 2017 12:58 PM

V

Little bit of activity in Texas a little bit in LA

NOV 4, 2017 12:59 PM

S

Trying to confirm if there's a little one in Seattle right now I believe so

NOV 4, 2017 1:00 PM

S

Biggest one so far is in Cleveland Ohio

NOV 4, 2017 1:05 PM

S

Atlanta Georgia's got a pretty good-sized one

NOV 4, 2017 1:05 PM

S

The one in Cleveland Ohio's got quite a few fully kitted out militia with long guns
New York’s got a pretty good one going on no violence yet but a pretty good showing on both sides

Chicago’s got a small one but it looks like it’s starting to pick up a little bit of steam still no violence

Hello my children had better civil wars in this

These kids just don’t got the stones to be able to do this

Unless some group really gains momentum This won’t happen. They’re just too damn lazy

Bohannon I called it too, we shut down at one there’s nothing but homeless people basketball players downtown.

NOV 4, 2017 3:57 PM

S

- Scout


NOV 4, 2017 4:49 PM

S

- Scout

Little bit of activity in DC but not worth mentioning

NOV 5, 2017 9:03 AM

S

- John Jacob Schmidt

And then you went and mentioned it.

NOV 5, 2017 9:34 AM

JJ

- John Jacob Schmidt

Kidding! lol

NOV 5, 2017 9:34 AM

JJ

- Scout

How did I know you were going to be the one that pointed that out
Friendly public announcement from the Redundancy Department of Redundancy

To further comment on something I posted in the other group, your closet sympathizers of antifa. They brag quite often about being part of a larger organization. But you're not referring to antifa they dropped the name quite often. Brag about covertly being in her home. I believe they are indicating that they are Loosely tied with us.

They idolize Gavin
Where are they based out of?

Scout

Currently they live in Elk Washington

Scout

They have open access to [redacted] she trusts them. They are second generation Bundy supporters. They are very trusted by many of the Bundy supporters. They were tied in with the [redacted] and [redacted]

Scout

I had a guy on the inside with them in their home for over a month.

Scout

They have recently distance themselves from the [redacted] Skylar Barbaro will more than likely be residing with them after he gets out of lockup
Scout

They will migrate from group to group to whichever group gives them the highest status

NOV 6, 2017 9:36 AM

S

Verumbellator

Ok. What BG checks need to be done. Give me the list.

NOV 6, 2017 9:49 AM

V

Scout

Blog site 4chen, is were its from

NOV 6, 2017 10:39 AM

S

John Jacob Schmidt

Ah, yes. Makes sense. Familiar with it. Thanks!

NOV 6, 2017 1:26 PM

JJ

Verumbellator

All I have several names that have come up. [Redacted] and [Redacted]
Any info out there?

NOV 9, 2017 2:54 PM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov 9, 2017 3:11 PM</td>
<td>Scout college professor in Bellevue at Western Washington College in Bellevue by this name. Do you have an approximate age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 9, 2017 3:12 PM</td>
<td>S Yes ... [redacted] ... the local Antifa leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 9, 2017 3:36 PM</td>
<td>Scout [redacted] there is one in Spokane valley, Post Falls Idaho, Yakima, Tacoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 12, 2017 4:13 PM</td>
<td>Scout <a href="https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=836849589830186&amp;id=266810456834105">https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=836849589830186&amp;id=266810456834105</a> Video of interaction between an antifa member and a gun store in Olympia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
They'll sell anything if they can make a dollar. Prostitutes.

DEC 3, 2017 9:44 AM

JJ

- Scout

Well we know what happened in Poland to people like that after the war

DEC 3, 2017 10:04 AM

S

- John Jacob Schmidt

And France, and Italy, and many other places. They'll get their come-uppings

DEC 3, 2017 10:08 AM

JJ

- John Jacob Schmidt

It's not about revenge, it's about consequences

DEC 3, 2017 10:09 AM

JJ

- Scout

Yep

DEC 3, 2017 10:58 AM

S

- Scout

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10212863506636916&id=1066892142

DEC 7, 2017 12:43 PM
Yeah I'm an asshole at least now she can look over her shoulder for a while.

DEC 7, 2017 12:45 PM

My statement to them about her was I couldn't think of any crime she has committed that warranted Federal involvement

DEC 7, 2017 12:46 PM

HELP I'VE FALLEN

AND

I CAN'T BLOW UP!

DEC 11, 2017 10:50 PM
John Jacob Schmidt

They should have just taped a twenty foot perimeter off and left him there. Treat him like a discarded cigarette butt.

DEC 11, 2017 11:22 PM

JJ

Scout

WHEN YOU ALLAH

BUT FAIL TO AKBAR

DEC 11, 2017 11:28 PM

S

Scout

I think they should have sent in an EOD robot and just blew the suspicious package in place

DEC 11, 2017 11:28 PM
I wasn't joking

DEC 12, 2017 9:49 PM

As far as I'm concerned we can send one of these and a wolf tail To:

DEC 12, 2017 9:52 PM
Scout

Would make sure it made national news

DEC 12, 2017 9:53 PM

Scout

Ok do we have anybody up north to get us a tail?

DEC 12, 2017 10:04 PM

Well it is Az ... that's Cope's AO
Well if Cope crossed a wolf head smoke it himself

These transplanted wolf packs can be traced back through DNA

Get me the testicles off of a North Idaho wolf and I'll send them to him

This is not something to put out electronically. We need to meet f2f
Working on a new paper target.

DEC 13, 2017 10:39 AM
How about this

DEC 13, 2017 1:44 PM

S

• Scout
DEC 13, 2017 2:30 PM

• Verumbellator

LoL
DEC 13, 2017 6:09 PM

• Safety Number with John Jacob Schmidt has changed

Verify Safety Number

• You marked your Safety Number with John Jacob Schmidt as verified from another device

• Safety Number with John Jacob Schmidt has changed

Verify Safety Number